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In this paper we determine the normal subgroups of GL(2, A) for A a 
commutative local ring. The papers of Klingenberg [a], Lacroix [3], and 
our paper [ 1 ] constitute the previous work on this problem. As a conse- 
quence of our results, we are able to describe the normal subgroups of 
GL(2, A) for all Artinian rings A; hence, in particular, for all finite rings A. 
If N is a subset of GL(2, A), we denote by I(N) the level ideal of N, that 
is, the smallest ideal of A such that N consists of scalar matrices modulo 
I(N). For J an ideal of A, GC(2, A; J) = { TE GL(2, A) 1 I(T) E J> is the nor- 
mal subgroup consisting of all matrices which are scalars modulo J, while 
SL(2, A; J) = { TE GL(2, A) 1 det T= 1 and Tz Imod J> is the principal 
congruence subgroup for J. 
Klingenberg proved that if i E A and the residue field of A is not G8’(3), 
then a subgroup N of GL(2, A) is normal if and only if SL(2, A; Z(N)) EN. 
Equivalently, N is normal if and only if SL(2, A; J) E Nc GC(2, A; J) for 
some ideal J, in which case J= Z(N). His paper also shows that this 
criterion for normality holds in GL(n, A) for n > 3 without any hypotheses 
on the local ring A. Our paper [ 1 ] characterizes normal subgroups of 
GL(2, A) for any %,-ring A with $6 A. Since every local ring is an 
SR,-ring, this leaves only the case of local rings in which 2 is not a unit, 
i.e., in which the residue field has characteristic 2. Lacroix, in [3], deals 
with local rings in which the residue field has characteristic 2 but is not 
GI;(2), obtaining the same normality criterion as Klingenberg. This leaves 
open the case of local rings with residue field GE(2). 
We shall use the “method of reduction” employed in Cl] to give a nor- 
mality criterion for subgroups of GL(2, A) for A a local ring with GJ’(2) as 
residue field. Moreover, the method will allow us to recapture the results 
of Klingenberg and Lacroix with great efficiency. Thus, we will be able to 
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give a unified normality criterion for subgroups of GL(2, A) for A an 
arbitrary local ring. This in turn will, in an obvious way, permit us to give 
such a criterion for any finite commutative ring A. 
The normality criterion will be developed in the following way: To each 
subgroup N of GL(2, A), we will associate a group of units and some ideals 
of A in such a way that all normal subgroups having the same parameters 
will have the same commutator group, C, which depends only on those 
parameters. Then N is normal in GL(2, A) if and only if C E N. There will, 
in fact, also be a largest normal subgroup G having the same parameters. 
Thus N will be normal if and only if C= [G, GL(2, A)] E NE G, where G 
is the largest subgroup having the same parameters as N. This criterion 
reduces to the “standard” criterion of Klingenberg, Lacroix, and others, 
except that G and its commutator group C replace GC(2, A; Z(N)) and 
SL(2, A; Z(N)) in the exceptional cases. 
These results will be obtained by using “reduction” as in [a]. For any 
normal subgroup N of GL(2, A), let J,, be the largest ideal such that 
SL(2, A; J,) E [N, GL(2, A)] = C. Then, modulo J, (using bars to denote 
this), C= [R, GL(2, A)] is a “reduced” subgroup of SL(2, A); i.e., it 
contains no congruence subgroups. Consequently, demonstrating the 
presence of the elementary matrices [A “;I in C for all a E A shows that - - - - 
SL(2, A; Ax) = E(2, A; Ax) c [R, GL(2, A)] and therefore, by reduction, 
that x= 0 in A. This allows us to reduce the size of the ring while com- 
puting commutator groups. 
We now list the definitions and notations which will be used throughout 
the paper. Unless otherwise noted, A will be a commutative local ring with 
identity, ~4’ will be its maximal ideal, and K= A/k' its residue field. 
For a matrix T= [ gf;] in GL(2, A), the level ideal of T is Z(T) = 
(b, c, a - d) A. Thus, if N is a subgroup of GL(2, A), Z(N) = CTEN Z(T). We 
shall also need another ideal associated to T which we have named the 
lower level ideal of T and denoted by II(T). It is defined by II(T) = 
(b + c, b + (a - d), c + (a - d)) A, and the lower level ideal of a subgroup N 
of GL(2, A) is likewise defined to be II(N) =CTEN II(T). One verities 
easily that for T,, T2 E GL(2,A), I( T, T2) EZ( T,) +I( T2) and ZZ( T,T,)G 
ZZ(T,) + ZZ(T,). 
If .Z is an ideal of an arbitrary commutative ring A, we define un,(J), for 
k 2 2, to be the ideal of A generated by the elements xk - x for x EJ; i.e., 
vnk(J) = CXSJ (x” - x) A. The ideal un,(J) played an important role in Cl], 
where it was denoted an(J). By working modulo r&J), it is not difficult to 
check that u&(J)= Jnun,(A). One also sees that A/m,(A) is von 
Neumann regular, that its residue fields are all of the form GF(q), where 
(q - 1) 1 (k - l), and that in fact m,(A) is precisely the intersection of those 
maximal ideals .M of A for which A/J = GF(q) for some q such that 
(q--)I@-1). 
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For A local, then, we have q(J) = J for all ideals J of A, unless 
K= GF(2), in which case an,(J) = Jn J%‘. Also, for A local, un,(J) = J for 
all ideals J of A, unless K= GF(2) or GF(3), in which case un,(J) = Jn Ai. 
In particular, 3J -t tin,(J) = J unless K = GF(3), in which case 3J + unS(J) = 
m,(J) = J n A. 
We shall also need to use an ideal constructed in the following bizarre 
manner. For a pair of ideals J, J’ in a local ring A with q(A) JE 
J’cJc&, define I(J,J’)=un,(A)J’-t~,,,(x+2)xA. Note that if 
A/k’ $S GF(2), on,(A) =A, and hence J’=J=I(J, J’). If A/&‘z GF(2), 
however, then vn,(A) = 4 and m,(A) J’ E I(J, J’) E m,(A) J. One can 
easily construct examples to show that the three ideals are distinct, in 
general. If J= A, set I(J, J’) = m,(A) J’. 
For N a normal subgroup of GL(2, A) with level ideal J= I(N) and 
lower level ideal J’ = II(N), we define a group U(N) of units modulo 1(J, J’) 
as follows. If Jc 4, and T= [z i] E N, then a and d are units, while 
b, c E A. Let u(T) = a*6-’ modulo I(.& J’), where 6 = det( T). Then u is a 
multiplicative homomorphism from N into the units of A/&J, J’) such that 
u(T) zz 1 mod J for every T E N, and hence (by definition of T(J, J’)) 
u(T)~==~ for every TEN. We set U(N)=(~(T)~TEN}. If J=A, let 
u(T) = 6 - ’ modulo Z(J, J’), so that U(N) is the group of determinants of 
matrices in N taken modulo 1(J, J’) in this case. 
We are thus able to assign to a normal subgroup N of GL(2, A) the 
ideals J = Z(N), J’ = II(N), and the group U(N) of units modulo 1(J, J’). 
Now suppose given the following data: ideals J and J’ and a group U 
such that 
q(A) J z: J’ E: J, U is a group of units 
modulo I(.& J’), and U E 1 + J mod I(& J’). 
Then we define G(J, J’, U) = (T E GL(2, A) 1 i(T) E J, II{ T) E J’, and 
u(T)E U), where u(T)=a26-1 or 6-l as Jc& or J= A, respectively. 
Then G = G(J, J’, U) will be a normal subgroup of GL(2, A ). If, moreover, 
the condition 
U=(l+J)* modJ’, 
where (l+J)* = { u c 1 + J) u is a unit >, is satisfied, then 1(G) = J, II(G) = J’, 
and U(G) = U will hold. 
Let C(J, J’, U) = [G(J, J’, U), GL(2, A)]. We will show that if N is any 
normal subgroup of GL(2, A), then [N, GL(2, A)] = C(Z(N), 12(N), U(N)) 
with one exceptional case. Thus, a subgroup N is normal if and only if 
C(J, J’, U) c Nc G(J, J’, U) for some triple J, J’, U satisfying (0.1) 
and (0.2). 
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We shall also give an explicit description of C(J, J’, U) (modulo 
X(2, A; 1(J, J’))). Note that when KS; GP’(2) or GF(3), J= J’ and condi- 
tions (0.1) and (0.2) become vacuous, so that G(J, J’, U) = GC(2, A; J). In 
this case, it will also be apparent that C(J, J’, U) 1 SL(2, A; J), so that the 
normality criterion just described is equivalent to the Klingenberg-Lacroix 
criterion. 
1. FORMULAS AND FIRST RESULTS 
We begin by recalling the basic formulas we will use. In what follows, 
X= [zi] is a matrix in GL(2, A) of determinant 6, and A is any com- 
mutative ring. For i #j, E,(h) denotes the elementary matrix with h in the 
i, j position. We have 
cE21(h)’ x1 = ’ -’ 
6-abh - b2h 
(a2 - 6) h + abh2 6 + abh + b2h2 1 
C-%(h), Xl =6-l 
[ 
6+dch+c2h2 (d2-8)h+dch2 
-c2h 6 - dch 1 
6+bc(l-u-‘) bd(l-u-‘) 
[[a ll]‘x]=61 [ ac(l-u) 6+bc(l-u) ] 
En(t) xE21( - 1) = 
[ 
a-bt b 
c+(a-d)t-bt2 d+bt I 
-&2(t) x&2( - t) = 
a+ct b-(a-d)t-ct2 I 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
LEMMA 1.7. Let J be an ideal in a commutative ring A. Let N be a sub- 
group of GL(2, A) normalized by GE(2, A). Let X= [z:] E N. If u is any 
unit of A with u = 1 mod CA, then E(2, A; (u” - 1) J) E [E(2, A; J), N]. 
ProoJ Choose x E A so that u = 1 + cx and let t = ax. Then by (1.5) and 
(1.6), R= [y b-((n-‘d)ax-cca2x2] and Q = [,-4, u,“] are both in N and have d-ccr 
determinant 6 = det X. Hence, Y = R-‘Q is a matrix in N of determinant 
1 with bottom row entries 0, U. Thus, Y= [*i’ :] (where in fact 
*=(a-d)x+acx2). Since YEN, we are done by Lemma 1.1 of [l]. m 
Note that by symmetry, the “transpose” of Lemma 1.7 is also valid: it 
works as well for units US 1 mod bA. 
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LEMMA 1.8. Let A be an S&-ring and let N be a normal subgroup of 
GL(2, A). Then vnz( A) . Z(N) E ZZ( N). In particular, 21(N) c ZZ( N). 
Proof. Let X= [z i] E: N. For any unit u E A, (1.6) gives (U - 1) b = 
ub -I- (a - d) - (b + (a - d)) e U(N). Since Z(N) is generated by corner entries 
1.1, Lemma 1.41, (u - 1) Z(N) c_ II(N) for every unit u E A. It only remains to 
observe that on,(A) is generated by the elements u - 1, u a unit. Because 
u-1=u-‘(u2-u)~znZ(A) for any unit u, we have Cuaunit(W-l)AC- 
un,(A). It is also clear that un,(A) c n (A#’ ]A is a maximal ideal of A and 
A,‘&.‘% GF(2)). S ince A is an SR,-ring, the units of A map onto the units 
of AICu a unit (U - 1) A. Thus AE, a unit (U - 1) A has only the element 1 as 
unit and therefore has Jacobson radical zero. Likewise, any maximal ideal 
A with ~3CUaunit (U-1) A must have residue field GF(2). It follows 
that 32, a unit (U-l)A=n (&4!\&6! is maximal and A/k&? r GF(2)) = 
un2(A). 
The final remark is established upon noting that 2 = 2* - 2 E vn,(A). 
It is a consequence of Lemma 1.8 that for A a local ring and 
Na GL(2, A), II(N) = Z(N) unless the residue field of A is GF(2). 
LEMMA 1.9. Let A be a local ring and N a normal subgroup of GL(2, A). 
Then the triple J= Z(N), J’ = II(N), and U= U(N) satisfies (0.1) and (0.2). 
Proof; Lemma 1.8 already shows that vn,(A) Jc J’. If T= I$] is in N, 
then T= [;z] mod J, so u(T) = 1 mod J. It only remains to verify that 
1 + JE Umod J’. Since AZ’Jc J’, it suMices to show that if b is a generator 
of J, then 1 f b E U mod J’. Thus, let T= [I: “,I be an element of N. Then 
c=b+j” and d=a+b+j’ for some elementsj’,j”E:J’. Hence, u(T)== 
a26-‘~a2(a2+ab))1~(1+a-1b)-1=1-a-”b~l+aa-’bmodJ’. 
a-l is a unit, so a-l E 1 mod vn,(A), and u(T) E 1+ b mod J’. 
LEMMA 1.10. Let J, J’, U be a triple satisfying (0.1). Then 
G = GfJ, J’, U) is a normaI subgroup of GL(2, A). If, moreover, (0.2) holds, 
then Z(G) = J, 11(G) = J’, and U(G) = U. 
Proof. If T,=[T:] and T2=[z:f;:] are in 6, then I(T,T,)E 
Z(T,)+Z(T,)cJ and ZZ(T,T,)EZZ(T,)+ZZ(T~)EJ’. Now u(T,T,)= 
(au’ + bc’)2 (I%‘)-~ modulo I(J, J’), if Jc A. But then b, c’ E W,(A), and 
since 2 E vn,(A), we have 2aa’bc’ + b2cf2 Evn2(A)2 JJC vn,(A) J’ c I(J, J’). 
Thus u( T, T,) = u( T,) u( T2) E U, this being obvious also in the case J = A. 
Hence T, T, E G. Similarly, one sees that I( T 1’ ) = I( T,), ZZ( T ; ’ ) = ZZ( T, ), 
and u( T ;I) = u( T,))‘, and thus T;’ E: G. This shows that G is a subgroup 
of GL(2, A). 
Examining the conjugacy formulas (1.4~(1.6), and using the fact that 
m,(A) JE- J’, it is easy to see that any conjugate of an element T= [ ::] 
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has level ideal in J and lower level ideal in J’. As for the unit condition, 
it is clear if J= A, and in the case Jr A, we only need to check that 
u(R)EU, where R=,?&,(t) TEzl(-t) (see 1.4). But u(R)=(a-bt)*F’, 
and b2t2-2abt = bZt2 + 2bt -2(a + 1) bt. The latter element is in I(J, J’) 
since (bt)2 +2bt is, and because a + 1, 2 fun, so that 2(a+ 1) bE 
(zvz,(A))~ JEW,(A) J’. Thus, u(R)=u(T)c U. This shows that G is a 
normal subgroup of GL(2, A). 
It is clear from the definition of G that I(G) E J, II(G) c J’, and 
U(G) c U. Suppose also that (0.2) holds and JE A. Then for any b E J, 
there is a unit USA with uEUmodI(J,J’) and uzl+bmodJ’. Say 
v=1+b+j’withj’EJI.Thenforanyj”EJI,S=[b:i.l+b+bb2+j,]EG.T~ 
see this, note that S has proper level and lower level ideals, so we only need 
to check that detSEU. Now detS=l+b+j’-bj”rumodun,(A)J’E 
I(J, J’), so we are done. Since b and j” were arbitrary, this shows Z(G) = J 
and II(G) = J’. If now u E U, pick b E J with u = 1 + b mod J’. The same S 
constructed above now gives U(G) = U. 
If J= A, it is easy to check that the rest of the theorem is true. 1 
For the following lemmas, we assume that A is local and that 
N KI GL(2, A) is reduced in the sense that [GL(2, A), N] contains no prin- 
cipal congruence subgroup. This means that if E(2, A; J,) c [GL(2, A), N], 
then J,,=O. If an elementary matrix E,,(x) is in [GL(2, A), N], then by 
(1.6) so are E21(ux), Ezl(ux), and therefore E21((~ - u) X) for any units u, v 
of A. But for A local, every element of A can be written as u or (u - u) with 
u, u units. Thus, x = 0 in this case. We shall use this argument repeatedly. 
LEMMA 1.11. Let A be a local ring and let N be a normal subgroup of 
GL(2, A). Assume that N is reduced, that N does not consist entirely of 
scalars, and that J = l(N) # A. Let J’ = II(N). Then I(J, J’) = 0, and hence 
(un,(A))* J= 0. Furthermore, A/& g GF(2) and for any [ :I;] E N, mb = 
me = m(a - d) for any m E un,(A). 
ProoJ Let X= [z:] EN. Since b = ad- bc is a unit and Z(N) f A, 
b, c E A, while a and d are units. Then, for any t E A, 1 + tb is a unit, and 
by Lemma 1.7, (1 + tb)2 = 1. If t is a unit, tb2 = -2b, and therefore 
(s-t) b2 = 0 for all units s, t, which implies that un,(A) b2 = 0. If we let 
t E un,(A), it follows that 2un,(A) b = 0. 
For any m E “n,(A), the commutator (1.3) with u = 1 + m&-lb gives 
E,,(mbc), implying that un,(A) bc =O. Since this is true for any XE N, 
applying it to the conjugate E21(1) XE,,( - 1) gives w,(A) J2 = 0. 
Set Y= [E21( l), X]. Let m = u - 1 with u a unit. Then m E un,(A), and so 
[[::I, Y]=E,,(6-‘m(a*--6+ab)), implying that m( a2 - 6 + ab) = 0. 
Such elements m generate un2(A), so m(a2 - 6 + ab) = 0 for any m E un,(A). 
Since mbc = 0, this gives m(a - d + b) = 0, whence m(a - d) = mb. By sym- 
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metry, m(a- d) =mc, and consequently, m/‘=O. This shows that 
un,(A) . J’ = 0. By Lemma 1.8, (wz.JA))~ .J= 0. 
If A/k! $ GF(2), W,(A) = A, so that by Lemma 1.8, J’ = J. By what was 
just proved, J= 0, which contradicts the assumption that N does not 
consist of scalars. 
Finally, (1 + tb)2 = 1 shows that x2 + 2x = 0 if x = tb. By symmetry, the 
same is true with b replaced by c. From (1.4) and Lemma 1.7, we get 
(1+ c + (a - d) t - bt2)2 = 1. Since we have c* + 2c = (bt2)2 - 2bt2 = 0, this 
equation reduces to ((a - d) t)2 + 2(a - d) t + z = 0, where z E 2J2 = 0. It is 
now clear that x2 + 2x = 0 for all x E J, and hence that I(J, J’) = 0. 
LEMMA 1.12. Let A be a local ring, N a reduced normal subgroup qf 
GL(2, A), and assume that J= Z(N) = A. Let J’= II(N). Then A” =O, 
k”J’ = 0, and either 
(1) J’=A, &=O, ArGF(2) or GF(3), or 
(2) J’ = A, A/& z GF(2). 
Proof. By [l, Lemma 1.43, there exists X= [zi] in N with b a unit. 
Lemma 1.7 shows that u* = 1 for every unit u of A. Jf t is a unit with 
t $1 mod 4, then 1 = (1 - t)2, so that t = 2. Then t + m = 2 for every 
m E A’, so A’ = 0, and A = GF(3). Otherwise, A/&X z GF(2). 
For any nonzero m E A, let 
Y= CE2,(m), Xl
1 - abdm -m6 
= (a26--l)m+abm26 1 1 -t-abm6+m26 * 
It is clear that Z(Y) =mA. Since the normal subgroup generated by Y is 
contained in N, it is reduced, so Lemma 1.11 apphes. Since 2, m E WI,(A), 
Lemma 1.8 shows that 2m, m2 are in the lower level of the normal 
subgroup generated by Y. Hence, (1 - ab6m) - (1 + abm6 f m26) = 
-2ab6m -m*& and therefore m itself are in this lower level ideal. By 
Lemma 1.11, un,(A)m=O, so A2=0. 
If J’ = A’, we are done. Otherwise J’ = A and A/&$? = GF(2). The lower 
1eveI of an element of order 3 in GL(2,2) is 0, so N must contain a matrix 
of order 2 mod A%‘. Since all elements of order 2 are conjugate in GL(2,2), 
N contains a matrix 2 = [ W,:] with W, y, z units and x E A?, Let m E &’ and 
let u = 1 -t mwy. Then [ [ gy], Z] = Ezl(m), so .,& = 0. 1 
The reader should note at this point that Lemmas 1.11 and 1.12 already 
give the Klingenberg-Lacroix results since, in each case, if A/.&? % GF(2) 
or GF(3), and N < GL(2, A), reduction shows, that [GL(2, A), N] must 
contain the principal congruence subgroup for the Ievel ideal of N. 
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2. THEOREMS FOR LOCAL RINGS 
We now present the main theorems for local rings using the definitions 
and notations of the previous sections. First we handle the case when the 
level ideal is not the whole ring. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a local ring and N a normal subgroup of 
GL(2, A) with level ideal J= I(N) c &‘. Then 
CN G-W, A)1 = C(W), Wf), WV). 
ProojY Let J’ = II(N) and U= U(N). By factoring out the largest 
principal congruence subgroup contained in [N, GL(2, A)], and applying 
Lemma 1.11, we see that A/A= GF(2) and that SL(2, A; I(J, J’))c 
CN, GW, A)]. 
By Lemma 1.9, the triple J, J’, U satisfies (0.1) and (0.2), and hence, by 
Lemma 1.10, G(J, J’, U) has the same level ideal, lower level ideal, and unit 
group. Then by Lemma 1.11 applied to G( J, J’, U), we have 
SL(2, A; I(J, J’)) _c C(J, J’, U). Thus, to show equality of [N, GL(2, A)] 
and C(J, J’, U), we may work module SL(2, A; I(J, J’)). This means that 
any element of I(J, J’) may be replaced by 0 when it appears in a com- 
mutator. 
Since N and G(J, J’, U) have the same parameters, it suffices to show 
that [N, GL(2, A)] can be described in terms of J, J’, U only. We will 
show that [N, GL(2, A)] is generated modulo I(J, J’) by the scalar 
matrices [iz] with u E U and the matrices C(x, y) = [’ +f’J’ I +z+ y] with 
x, y E J’. (This gives the explicit description of C( J, J’, U) promised earlier.) 
Let X= [zz] E N. Let y = ((a’- 6 + ab) 6-r. Because I(J, J’) = 0, 
y=a*-&+ab=a’-ad+bc+ab=a-d-b=a-d+b. Likewise, x= 
(d2 -6 + de) 6-r = a-d+ c. Since x and y generate J’, the rest of the 
proof is evident from the equations 
CE21(m), Xl = WA bm), for mEJ%L; 
CEdm), xl = C(bm, 01, for mEA; 
’ 
1 + S’ab 
1, 
where we use the fact that b2 = 2b = 26 - ‘ab; 
w12(1M-lC(0,C2)= 
l+F’ab 0 
Y 1 +S’ab 11 = C(Y, 0); 
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x 1+6-ldc 11 =W,x); 
1+6-lab 
1+6-‘ab =&-‘I; 
0 1 
[[i ~],X]=C(m’b,mb), 
whereuisaunitandm=l-u,m’=l-u-l. fi 
For the remainder of this, section we treat the case of a normal subgroup 
N of GL(2, A) with level ideal J= Z(N) = A. Lemma 1.12 shows that in this 
case we must have either K= GF(2) or else SL(2, A; &)c [N, GL(2, A)] 
and K= GF(3). In the latter case, [N, GL(2, A)] taken modulo M is either 
SL(2,3) or its quaternion subgroup. We leave further discussion of this 
case to the next section. (Also see [2].) 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a local ring with AlA 2 GF(3), and let N be 
a normal subgroup of GL(2, A) with level ideal J= l(N) = A. Then 
CN, G-W, A)1 = C(W), WV, WV). 
Proof. By Lemma 1.12, we may assume that AJ& = GF(2) and that 
SL(2, A; d2) c [N, GL(2, A)]. A s in the proof of Theorem 2.1, it now suf- 
fices to show that [N, GL(2, A)] is determined by D(N) and U(N) modulo 
SL(2, A; kf2). 
We first show that Y- [ ::A] is in [Iv, GL(2, A)]. Since Z(N) = A, IV 
must contain a matrix X = [Fi] with a E J.Q and b, c, d units, because any 
nontrivial subgroup of GL(2,2) contains [y i]. Now 
Let v=ab-cd. Then cV’Y=[‘~-‘~] S[t;y] is in N and hence, so is 
Y= (6Y-1)2. 
If II(N) = A, U(N) is trivial and SL(2, A; &‘)G EN, GL(2, A)] by 
Lemma 1.8. In this case, [N, GL(2, A)] is generated by Y module 
SL(2, A; &‘). This completes the argument in the case II(N) = A. 
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For the case II(N) = A&‘, we begin by showing that the normal sub- 
group H generated by Y is C(A%?‘, A?‘). (Y), where C(A’, A)= 
(C(.x, y)lx, y EA}. Since Z(H) =A, we have YE [H, GL(2, A)], so that 
H= [H, GL(2, A)]. The following formulas show that H= C(di’, .k’) . 
(Y>: 
rE;l(mh Yl = C(m, m), for mE&?; 
CE21(m), Yl = C(m, 01, for mEA; 
C&(l), Yl= CEdl), Yl= CCL 0) Y-l; 
[[z y], Y]=C(O,u-l), for uaunit. 
To complete the proof in the case II(N) = A!, note that if X= [z:] E Nn 
GL(2, A; A), then a* = 1 so that by Theorem 2.1, the commutator of the 
normal subgroup generated by X with GL(2, A) contains SZ, where 
6 = det X, and is contained in C(M, 4’). (61). 
If XE N, then one of X, XY, XY-’ is in Nn GL(2, A; A%‘). This shows 
that (det X) IE [N, GL(2, A)] for every XE N, and hence that [N, GL(2, A)] 
= (U(N) . I) . H. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 1 
3. ARTINIAN RINGS 
Let A be a finite direct sum of local rings. For any ideal J of A, let Q(J) 
be the smallest ideal such that whenever u is a unit in A with US 1 mod J, 
then U’E 1 mod Q(J). If J’ is an ideal with v+(A) J_cJ’, let I(J, J’)= 
un,(A) J’ + Q(J). Note that this definition is consistent with our earlier 
definition if A is local. 
The homomorphism u defined in the local case has the property that 
u(Y-lTY)=u(T) for any YEGL(~,A) and T with Z(T)sJ while 
ZZ( T) -C J’. Now, if X= [z:] is a conjugate of T with a a unit and 
det(X) = 6, then u(T) = u(X) = a26-’ mod I(J, J’). (In case J=A, 
a’=lmodI(J, J’), so t~*d-~zd~~.) 
Then we define u in the direct sum case by u(T) = a2F1 mod I(J, J’) if 
T has a conjugate X= [r;:] with a a unit and det(X)=& It is now clear 
from our discussion that u is a homomorphism defined on all TE GL(2, A) 
with Z(T) c J and II(T) E J’. If N is a normal subgroup of GL(2, A), set 
U(N)= {u(T)ITEN). Define G(J,J’, U) as before. 
Now suppose that e,, e2 are idempotents in A with e, + e2 = 1 and set 
Ai = Ae,. Let N be a normal subgroup of GL(2, A), set Nj = Ne,, and let Gi 
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be a normal subgroup of GL(2, Ai) with [GL(2, Ai), Gil c [GL(2, Ai), Ni], 
Set H,=GL(2,AJf(l-e,)Zand Pi=Gi+(l-e,)Z. Then 
CGU2, A), P,J’,I = CGW, A), J’,ICGN& Ah P21 
E [Iff, > W CK, Nl = CGL(2, A), Nl. 
Now, if G,= G(J,, J:, U,), we have 
P, P, = G(J, f Jz, J; + J;, U, + U,), 
showing that G(J, f Jz, J; + J;, U, + U,) is normal in GL(2, A) and giving 
CGLG A), G(J, + J,, J;+ J;, U, + U,)l = CGLV, A), N] 
if [GL(2, AJ, GJ = [GL(2, Ai), Nj]. 
If it were not for the exception of Section 2, this discussion would allow 
us to extend Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 to all commutative Artinian rings, and 
in particular, to finite commutative rings. (We could write a result for all 
Artinian rings with 3 invertible.) We account for the exception by including 
another ideal in the definition of a generic group. 
Let JO be any ideal in a commutative ring A with q(A) + 3A c JO. Let 
F(J,)= {XEGL(~, A)(det(X)- 1 mod J,, and X4=Zmod JO). 
Define G(J, J’, U, J,,) = G(J, J’, U) n F(J,). (Here vn,(A) J c J’ as 
before.) The ring A/J, is a von Neumann regular ring locally isomorphic 
to GF(3). By Lemma 5.2 of [ 11, F(JO) is the pre-image of [SL(2, A/J,), 
SL(2, A/J,)], and is hence normal in GL(2, A). Therefore, G(J, J’, U, JO) is 
normal in GL(2, A). 
Obviously, G(J, J’, U, JO) = G(J, J’, U) when J, = A. If A is a local ring, 
G(J, J’, U, JO) = G(J, J’, U) unless A/& z GF( 3 ), J = J’ = A, and JO = 4, 
in which case we might as well take U= 1. This is the one exception of the 
last section, and we now have [GL(2, A), G(A, A, 1, J&‘)] = G(A, A, 1, -&) 
in this case. Our earlier discussion is now valid with G, = G(J,, J;, Uj, JO,i), 
f’,P,=G(J,+J,,J;+JL U,+U,, Jo,1+Jo,A 
Since any Artinian commutative ring is a finite direct sum of local rings, 
we have proven: 
THEOREM 3.1. Zf A is any commutative Artinian ring and N is a normal 
subgroup of GL(2, A), then there exist ideals J, J’, JO, and a group of units 
U such that m,(A) JE J’, “n,(A) + 3A c JO, Nc G(J, J’, U, JO), and 
CGCJ, J’, U, Jo), G-W, A)1 = CN, GL(2, A)]. 
In particular, if A is a finite commutative ring a subgroup of GL(2, A) 
is normal if and only if it lies between G(J, J’, U, JO) and [G( J, J’, U, JO), 
GL(2, A)] for appropriate choices of J, J’, U, J,,. 
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